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Introduction
Ayman Shihadeh Jan Thiele

Scholarly perceptions of the intellectual developments on which this volume is fo-
cused have radically shifted in the last two decades or so. According to a narrative
that arose in nineteenth-century scholarship, the late fifth/eleventh century saw the
rise of a Sunni theological “orthodoxy”, whose hostility to philosophy marked the be-
ginning of a gradual decline of the rational sciences in Muslim societies.1 Historians
identified the theologian Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī (d. 505/1111) as the arch-protagonist
of this orthodoxy, and grounded their claim specifically in his attack on peripatetic
philosophy in his famous Tahāfut al-falāsifa.

The narrative of the triumph of Sunni theology over philosophy and the subse-
quent intellectual decline of the Muslim world continued to be dominant throughout
the twentieth century. In their Introduction à la théologie musulmane, first published
in 1948, Louis Gardet and Georges Anawati portrayed al-Ghazālī, following the
historian Ibn Khaldūn (d. 808/1406), as the first scholar to introduce Aristotelian
logic into the toolbox of kalām, and thereby as the founder of the “new method”
(or via moderna), which achieved a revival of Islamic theology.2 The two authors
describe this new method—among whose main representatives they also counted
al-Shahrastānī (d. 548/1153), Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606/1210) and Shams al-Dīn
al-Iṣfahānī (d. 749/1348)—as “the most original line of thought of Ashʿarī kalām”.
However, if Gardet and Anawati claimed that, as a result of these developments,
Hellenistic philosophers indirectly influenced the “Muslim mentality”,3 they also
concluded that the consequences of this mixing of kalām and philosophy were
detrimental to both disciplines. They suggest that this newmethod culminated in the
emergence of a “fossilized conservatism”, whose intellectual legacy was to produce
manuals that lacked original contributions to knowledge. This period of conservatism,
they claimed, constituted the longest chapter of the history of kalām, and echoed a
general intellectual decline in the Muslim world. They summarised the development
as follows: “Culturally, Muslim thinking ceased to progress. Kalām, like all other
Islamic sciences, lived on its own past”.4

Gardet and Anawati defended their thesis that al-Ghazālī was the initiator of the
newmethod against the old thesis that the influence of Avicenna is already evident in

1For a discussion of this narrative see, for instance, Gutas, “The Study of Arabic Philosophy in the Twen-
tieth Century”.

2Gardet and Anawati, Introduction à la théologie musulmane, 67–72.
3Gardet and Anawati, Introduction à la théologie musulmane, 75.
4Gardet and Anawati, Introduction à la théologie musulmane, 76–78. For a critical assessment of Gardet

and Anawati’s account of what they described as fossilized conservatism, see also El-Rouayheb, Islamic In-
tellectual History, 173–75.
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the works of his teacher al-Juwaynī (d. 478/1085). This view was given new impetus in
several recent studies, which argued that his proof for the existenceofGod fromcontin-
gency and an aspect of his account of divine attributes exhibit Avicennan influences.5
Further research, however, is still needed on the nature and extent of al-Juwaynī’s en-
gagement with philosophical sources, as this remains a decidedly under-researched
area.

As for the thesis that philosophy came to an end and that theology stagnated af-
ter al-Ghazālī, this has been widely and effectively challenged in recent scholarship.6
There is today a near consensus that a major trait of later Ashʿarī theology was its pro-
found engagement with philosophy, and that this engagement contributed to the con-
tinuity of (specifically Avicennan) philosophy rather than to a decline of philosophy
in Muslim scholarship.7

An important foundation for correcting the standard twentieth-century reading
of al-Ghazālī’s intellectual project was laid by Richard M. Frank, who argued in a se-
ries of studies, including two influential monographs, that rather than being its un-
compromising opponent, al-Ghazālī was in fact indebted to Avicennan philosophy.8
This indebtedness to philosophy led Frank to the conclusion that al-Ghazālī was only
nominally an Ashʿarī. Frank’s hypothesis was challenged in several articles byMichael
Marmura, Ahmad Dallal, Oliver Leaman and Toby Mayer, which attempted to restore
al-Ghazālī’s connection to Ashʿarism.9 However, Frank’s thesis that al-Ghazālī was
deeply influenced by philosophy was productively carried forward and fleshed out
in several recent monographs. In their diachronic study of theories of causation in
kalām thinking, Perler and Rudolph showed that al-Ghazālī providedAshʿarī occasion-
alism with a new foundation, which significantly drew on, and developed, new per-
spectives through his engagementwith philosophical theories: unlike previous Ashʿarī
occasionalism, al-Ghazālī’s causal theory accepted secondary causation as part of the
marvellous andperfect structure of the createdworld established byGod.10 In his 2009
study, Frank Griffel examines al-Ghazālī’s cosmology highlighting its Avicennan influ-
ences.11 Alexander Treiger presents further evidence for the Avicennan foundation of
al-Ghazālī’s thought by focusing on his epistemology: he concludes that al-Ghazālī’s
mystical framework and “pseudo-refutation” of philosophy served as a guise for his bor-

5Davidson, Proofs for Eternity, 161–62; Rudolph, “La preuve de l’existence de Dieu”; Wisnovsky, “One As-
pect of the Avicennan Turn”. An alternative scenario was proposed by Wilferd Madelung, who argued that
al-Juwaynī rather draw on aMuʿtazilite theologian, Abū l-Ḥusayn al-Baṣrī (d. 426/1044), who had studied in
Baghdad with (pre-Avicennan) Christian philosophers (see his “Abū l-Ḥusayn al-Baṣrī’s Proof”). Al-Juwaynī
nowhere cites Abū l-Ḥusayn in his works – unlike the later al-Rāzī, who explicitly engages with him. Abū l-
Ḥusayn’s influence on al-Rāzīwas discussedbyDanielGimaret (Théories, 134-53, focusing on al- Rāzī’s theory
of human action) and Sabine Schmidtke (The Theology of al-ʿAllāma al-Ḥillī).

6On the historiography of Arabic philosophy see, for example, Gutas, “The Heritage of Avicenna” and
idem, “The Study of Arabic Philosophy in the Twentieth Century”.

7This is indeed not a development restricted to Ashʿarī kalām, but it has parallels in Māturīdī and Shīʿī
kalām.

8Frank, Creation and the Cosmic System; idem, Al-Ghazālī and the Ashʿarite School.
9Marmura, “Ghazālian Causes and Intermediaries”; Dallal, “Ghazālī and the Perils of Interpretation”;

Leaman, “Ghazāli and the Ashʿarites”; Mayer, “Al-Ghazali and the Ashʿarite School. By Richard M. Frank
[Review]”.

10Perler and Rudolph, Occasionalismus.
11Griffel, Al-Ghazālī’s Philosophical Theology.
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rowing from philosophy.12 Kenneth Garden focused specifically on al-Ghazālī’s Iḥyāʾ
ʿulūm al-dīn to question the traditional portrayal of him as a Sufi.13 The literature on
al-Ghazālī has grown significantly, and his 900th anniversary in 2011 was an occasion
for several edited volumes and special journal issues devoted to him.14

In his contribution to the present volume, Ulrich Rudolph reads al-Ghazālī as a pre-
cursor to later Ashʿarī kalām. He argues that his legacy lies not in his theological doc-
trines, which by and large were conventional, but in some of his theoretical elements
and methodological perspectives, which had a decisive impact on later theologians.
The most important are his advocacy of Aristotelian logic, his uncompromising quest
for certain knowledge, his penchant for sceptical arguments, and his emphasis on the
purification of the soul as a necessary requirement to prepare the soul for the attain-
ment of knowledge. In each respect, al-Ghazālī’s influence cannot be underestimated,
although, as Rudolph points out, muchwork remains to be done on the later reception
of his theology.

One key exception is the recent scholarly interest in developments that theology
underwent in the sixth/twelfth century, a period to which the influence of al-Ghazālī’s
style of theology, as exemplified in his most important kalām text the Tahāfut, was
crucial. The gradual development of philosophical theology in this century was inves-
tigated by Ayman Shihadeh.15 He argued that despite his introduction of Aristotelian
logic into Ashʿarī kalām, al-Ghazālī reconfigured the discipline from a systematic sci-
ence into what he envisaged as first and foremost a dialectical art, and at the same
time reoriented its focus fromMuʿtazilism towards Avicennan philosophy. In this and
other ways, he contributed to the proliferation of Avicenna’s works in the mainstream
of Sunni scholarship. Al-Ghazālī’s dialectical approach to philosophy led to the rise
of a Ghazālian current represented most prominently by Ibn Ghaylān al-Balkhī (d. ca.
590/1194) and Sharaf al-Dīn al-Masʿūdī (d. before 600/1204), both of whom engaged
critically with Avicenna.16 Their narrowly dialectical approach was subsequently crit-
icised by their younger contemporary al-Rāzī who, having been brought up in tradi-
tionalAshʿarism, reoriented kalāmback towards systematicitywhile combining itwith
a rigorously dialectical method. In doing so, al-Rāzī completed the synthesis between
kalām and philosophy, as is reflected in both the content and structure of his works.
Several aspects of al-Rāzī’s thought have been examined in detail, including his ethics
and his exegetical approach to the Qurʾān.17

Considering al-Rāzī’s pivotal role in the rise of philosophical theology, it is little
wonder that he receives no less than five chapters in our present volume. In the
first, Shihadeh examines an unpublished and apparently unique manuscript copy
of a lengthy kalām summa attributed to him and establishes that the text dates to
the first three quarters of the sixth/twelfth century and exhibits extensive influence

12Treiger, Inspired Knowledge.
13Garden, The First Islamic Reviver.
14See The Muslim World 101.4 (2011) and 102.1 (2012) edited by M. Afifi al-Akiti; Mélanges de l’Institut

Dominicain d’Études Orientales 30 (2014), edited by E. Pisani; Tamer, Islam and Rationality; Griffel, Islam
and Rationality; Bülent and Griffel, 900 Jahre al-Ġazālī.

15Shihadeh, “From al-Ghazālī to al-Rāzī”.
16Shihadeh, “A Post-Ghazālian Critic of Avicenna”; idem, “Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s Response”; idem, “Avi-

cenna’s Corporeal Form”; idem, Doubts on Avicenna.
17Shihadeh, Teleological Ethics; Jaffer, Rāzī: Master of Qurʾānic Interpretation and Theological Reasoning.
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from al-Juwaynī. He argues that it is most likely the earliest extant theological
work by al-Rāzī, and hence provides further evidence that the classical Ashʿarism of
al-Juwaynī survived in the east well into the sixth/twelfth century largely unaffected
by al-Ghazālī’s new style of kalām, despite the latter’s aforementioned impact on
certain theological circles. It was in this classical tradition that al-Rāzī was brought
up and educated before he became deeply engaged in the study of philosophy.

Another theological text by al-Rāzī, this time a short text evidently dating to the
latter part of his career, is studied by Meryem Sebti. Although the commentary on Q.
87 (Tafsīr Sūrat al-Aʿlā) is attributed to Avicenna in several manuscripts and two pub-
lished editions, Sebti shows that its contents in fact correspond to passages found in
al-Rāzī’s al-Maṭālib al-ʿāliya, one of the last works he wrote. In characteristic style, he
divides this short Qurʾānic sūra into threemajor theological themes—namely, proving
the existence of God, prophecy and eschatology.

The next three chapters tackle specific theoretical problems treated in al-Rāzī’s
philosophical and theological works. Peter Adamson and Andreas Lammer trace the
development of his account of the essence of time, which shows how he negotiated
his way dialectically through competing philosophical accounts. In his earlier works
he suspends judgement on this question conceding his inability to resolve all objec-
tions facing each account. However, in the aforementioned Maṭālib he rejects the
Aristotelian-Avicennan view that time is the magnitude of motion, endorsing instead
one that he presents as Platonic, that time is self-subsistent and hencemetaphysically
independent of changing things.

Fedor Benevich focuses on how al-Rāzī critiques Avicenna’s definition of God as
the Necessary Existent to arrive at his own account. Already prior to al-Rāzī, Avicenna
was interpreted as saying that God is differentiated from other existents in that he is
pure existence and hence devoid of essence. This view faced the dilemma that God
cannot be pure existence, because the existence of all other existents would then have
the same attributes as God, and that his existence cannot differ from the existence of
other existents, because hewould then be composite. Benevich shows that drawing on
al-Ghazālī and al-Masʿūdī, al-Rāzī solves this dilemma by arguing that God does have
an essence, which is distinct from his necessary existence and prior to it.

The last contribution on al-Rāzī too deals with essence, this time in created things.
Bilal Ibrahim examines al-Rāzī’s concept of the causing of essence (jaʿl al-māhiyya)
and its later reception in kalām and philosophical Sufism, paying close attention to
its theological, philosophical and exegetical significance. He shows how this concept
serves as a new rubric for tackling various philosophical questions concerning essence,
existence and the causation of simple and composite things.

Al-Rāzī’s approach to kalām profoundly changed the intellectual landscape of later
Ashʿarism. Recent studies by Tony Street, Khaled El-Rouayheb and Ibrahim discuss
the impact of al-Rāzī on later Arabic logic.18 Heidrun Eichner analysed in detail how
the systematic exposition of Ashʿarī doctrines was gradually integrated into the theo-
retical framework of Avicennan philosophy.19 Well before the recent rise of interest in

18Street, “Faḫraddīn ar-Rāzī’s Critique of Avicennan Logic”; El-Rouayheb, Relational Syllogisms, 39–69;
idem, “Theology and Logic”, 411–16; Ibrahim, “Faḫr ad-Dīn ar-Rāzī, Ibn al-Hayṯam and Aristotelian Science”.

19Eichner, “The Post-Avicennian Philosophical Tradition and Islamic Orthodoxy” (Habilitation Thesis,
Martin-Luther-Universität, 2009); idem, “Handbooks in the Tradition of Later Eastern Ashʿarism”.
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later Ashʿarism, Josef van Ess studied the epistemological part of ʿAḍud al-Dīn al-Ījī’s (d.
756/1355-56) Mawāqif.20 Reza Pourjavady’s chapter in the present volume sheds vital
new light on al-Ījī’s larger oeuvre and students, and as such on the state of Ashʿarism in
eighth/fourteenth-century Ilkhānid lands. With Edwin E. Calverley and James W. Pol-
lock’s translation of al-Bayḍāwī’s (d. between 699/1299-705/1306) Ṭawāliʿ al-anwār, to-
getherwith Shamsal-Dīn al-Iṣfahānī’s commentaryon thiswork, amajor compendium
of post-Rāzian Ashʿarī kalāmwas made available in the English language.

While studies on the history of later Ashʿarism have focused primarily on the Is-
lamic east, developments in other regions of the Islamic world have lately started to
receive more attention. Important recent contributions on later Ashʿarism in the Is-
lamic west include Yamina Adouhane’s work on a sixth/twelfth-century refutation of
Avicennan philosophy by Abū l-Ḥajjāj al-Miklātī (d. 626/1229), Joseph P. Kenny’s anal-
ysis of the creed al-ʿAqīda al-wusṭā by the highly influential Muḥammad al-Sanūsī (d.
895/1490), and El-Rouayheb’swork on developments in eleventh/seventeenth-century
Ashʿarism in the Maghrib and Egypt.21

The introduction of al-Ghazālī’s Iḥyāʾ in al-Andalus provoked fierce scholarly oppo-
sition, which culminated in the eventual burnings of his books during the first decades
of the sixth/twelfth century. Xavier Casassas’s and Delfina Serrano’s contribution to
this volume focuses on two Andalusi scholars—the first, Averroes’s grandfather Ibn
Rushd al-Jadd (d. 520/1126), who experienced the first auto-da-fé, and the second Abū
ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad al-Qurṭubī (d. 671/1273), who wrote a century or so after these
events—and they ask specifically what these authors can tell us about the controversy
over al-Ghazālī. In their chapter, they argue that debates over al-Ghazālī in al-Andalus
weremore complex and sophisticated than often depicted, and they show that despite
their critical stance towards al-Ghazālī, IbnRushdal-Jaddandal-Qurṭubī blamed some
of their peers for criticising al-Ghazālī on weak scholarly principles.

The second contribution on the Islamic west, by Jan Thiele, examines the state of
Ashʿarī scholarship in Ifrīqiya between the seventh/thirteenth and eighth/fourteenth
centuries. He studies intellectual influences in the works of several theologians from
this era, including the continuous Juwaynian impact, the rising engagement with Aris-
totelian logic, and the early reception of al-Rāzī’s works in the Maghrib.

There is also growing interest in the history of Ashʿarism in central lands, in-
cluding during the Mamluk and Ottoman periods.22 Laura Hassan has focused on
the Syrian Ashʿarī Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī’s (d. 631/1233) views on creation.23 Bringing
early-eighth/fourteenth-century Mamlūk Ashʿarism into sharper focus, Jon Hoover’s
chapter in the present volume examines the responses of four theologians to Ibn
Taymiyya’s (d. 728/1328) criticism of Ashʿarī theological hermeneutics. All four main-
tain that onemust either delegate the interpretation of scriptural anthropomorphisms

20van Ess, Erkenntnislehre.
21Respectively, Adouhane, “Al-Miklātī, a TwelfthCenturyAšʿarite Reader ofAverroes”; idem, “Une critique

ašʿarite post-rušdienne de la cosmologie d’Avicenne: Traduction et commentaire de la Quintessence des In-
tellects d’Abū al-Haǧǧāǧ al-Miklātī (m.1229)” (Ph.D. Thesis, École Normale Supérieure, 2015); Kenny, “Muslim
Theology as presented by M. b. Yūsuf as-Sanūsī” (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1970); El-Rouayheb,
Islamic Intellectual History, 131–231.

22Badeen, Sunnitische Theologie in osmanischer Zeit; Berger, “Interpretations of Ashʿarism and Mā-
turīdism”.

23Hassan, Ashʿarism Encounters Avicennism.
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to God (tafwīḍ) or interpret them figuratively (taʾwīl), this choice being a feature of
later Ashʿarism. The history of the school in Egypt has also been the focus of recent
studies by Aaron Spevack.24 These are complemented by his chapter in the present
volume, which adduces evidence of robust and innovative continued conversations
over philosophical and theological questions to argue that Ashʿarism continued to be
an intellectually vibrant theological tradition well into the early-modern period.

Harith Ramli’s chapter in the present volume explores aspects of the relation
between Ashʿarī kalām and Sufism in the Ottoman period, particularly in the writings
of Ibrāhīm al-Kūrānī (d.1091/1690). Focusing on the structure of the latter’s study
record (thabt) titled al-Amam li-īqāẓ al-himam and the intellectual genealogies set
out therein, Ramli sheds light on how al-Kūrānī reshaped the Ashʿarī tradition to
promote the Sufism of Ibn ʿArabī (d. 638/1240).

Our knowledgeof the later historyof the school in the Indian subcontinent likewise
remains in its infancy.25 Asad Q. Ahmed’s paper in this volume explores the reception
of the aforementioned Mawāqif of ʿAḍud al-Dīn al-Ījī in South Asia from the second
half of the tenth/sixteenth century on, examining the scholarly networkswithinwhich
this text was engaged through commentaries.

The thirteen chapters comprising this volume, the outcome of a similarly-titled
conference held at SOAS on 2-3 September 2014, push the frontiers of the field in sev-
eral directions and amply illustrate the richness of this area of research. The editors
are grateful for support provided by the John Templeton Foundation and KRM, the
EU’s Marie Curie Actions (GA no. 624808), the Spanish government’s Ramón y Cajal
programme (RYC-2015-18346), and the Humanities Research Fellowship for the Study
of the ArabWorld programme at New York University Abu Dhabi.
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